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Invention Certification Form
Complete one certification for each VA Inventor 
I, 
, hereby certify that the invention entitled  
,	
patent application number
, 
was made by me on
, 
while I held a(n)
as
at
. 
Please answer "Yes" or "No" in the order that the questions appear.
YES
NO
1.  The invention was made during my official VA working hours.
2.  At the time of the invention, I had a responsibility to perform research for VA, whether by VA research funding or otherwise. 
3.  The invention was made with a contribution by VA of:
a) Facilities
b) Equipment
c) Materials
d) Funds
e) Information
f) Time or services of other VA employees on official duty
4. The invention: 
a) Bears a direct relation to my official VA  duties
b) Was made in consequences of my official VA  duties
5. I am attaching remarks relating to the above.
I hold an academic appointment.
Please indicate if you have any of the following advanced degrees:     
I hereby voluntarily assign my entire right, title, and interest in and to the above identified invention to the United States Government.  I do not desire a Determination of Rights under 37 CFR Part 501.  
See 37 CFR Part 501
See 38 § CFR 1.650-1.663
	Inventor must complete all fields of this form to the best of his or her knowledge, and select "Yes" or "No"  for each set of check boxes, including the waiver of rights, before signing this form. Prior to submission, this form must also be signed by either the inventor's Supervisor or the ACOS for Research. Only one signature is required. The invention disclosure will be considered incomplete, and no Determination of Rights will be made for an invention until a completed Certification Form is submitted.
I certify that the responses above are accurate and correct.
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